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What is FolkArt Super Glow? 

FolkArt Super Glow is a permanent, water-based glow-in-the-dark paint that performs well 

after being charged with exposure to bright light. Once applied to a porous surface and 

charged, Super Glow will glow over and over after each recharge.  
 

How is FolkArt Super Glow packaged?  

Super Glow comes in a carded 2 oz. bottle with an easy-to-use flip-top lid.  
 

On what surfaces can I use FolkArt Super Glow? 

Super Glow works best on most porous craft surfaces such as wood, terra cotta, canvas, 

and papier mache.  

 

Can I use FolkArt Super Glow on fabric?  

Yes, FolkArt Super Glow can be painted on fabric, but for decorative purposes only. The 

formula is not washable.  
 

What is the best way to apply FolkArt Super Glow? 

Super Glow can be applied to most craft surfaces using either a bristle brush or a foam 

applicator. Simply shake well, flip the top, squeeze a small amount onto a palette, and 

begin painting! You can even sponge FolkArt Super Glow onto a project surface. 
 

How many coats of FolkArt Super Glow should I apply? 

That’s up to you. Glow can be achieved in as little as one or 2 coats, but for the ultimate 

glow, you can apply up to 5 layers of Super Glow paint. Make sure to allow approximately 

one hour dry-time between each coat.  
 

What is the best way to charge a surface painted with FolkArt Super Glow? 

Once Super Glow has been painted on a surface and is dry, it will need to be charged 

under a bright light for at least 30 minutes or direct sunlight for at least 10 minutes to 

activate the glow properties.  
 

How long does it take FolkArt Super Glow to charge, and how long will it glow after being 

charged? 

FolkArt Super Glow will be fully charged in approximately 30 minutes in direct sunlight or a 

bright light. Once fully charged, Super Glow will glow for approximately 1 hour.  
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Is FolkArt Super Glow durable? 

Yes, FolkArt Super Glow dries to a lasting, permanent finish that can be recharged over 

and over.  
 

Is FolkArt Super Glow suitable for outdoor project use? 

Yes, FolkArt Super Glow can be used on both indoor and outdoor surfaces. 
 

How long does it take FolkArt Super Glow to cure on the project surface? 

FolkArt Super Glow, once painted on a surface, will be dry to the touch in one hour and 

cured to the surface in 48 hours. 
 

Do I need to seal my finished Super Glow project with a varnish to make it permanent? 

No. Once fully dry, FolkArt Super Glow is self-sealing and is permanent to the surface.  

 

If the painted glow surface was top-coated with a water-based varnish or a solvent-based 

spray finish, however, the glow properties should NOT be affected. A reason to top-coat a 

FolkArt Super Glow project surface would be if the entire surface was not Super Glow, 

perhaps a stenciled design was applied or an area was color blocked. 
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